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In an article on "Greece and the Poetry of Place, 1880-1945", I 
argued that evocation of place in Greek poetry of that period 

relies on a number of stylised elements, developed differently 
according to the poetics of the writer concerned, but used in set 
ways which have more to do with cultural identity than spatial 
reality.1 What I want to do in this paper is to examine the early 
poetry of Ritsos in the light of these conclusions, to see how far 
he continues the same tradition and how far he departs from it. 
Critics are agreed that place, and the pictorial representation of 
place, are important elements in Ritsos's work, but they are 
neither specific nor coherent in their treatment of the issue, 
which is sometimes incorporated under the general label of 
Ritsos's realism and sometimes handled independently of it. 
Thus Crescenzo Sangiglio talks of the first phase of Ritsos's work 
- i.e. up to 1955 - as having a purely lyrical element "worked 
with a concentrated realism", but also claims that it is only in 
Romiosyni (written 1945-47) that "for the first time in Ritsos the 
landscape appears, clearly, in all its naked open-handedness" .2 

Sangiglio sees The Lady of the Vines, written at the same 
period, as displaying a "much broader scene-setting present
ation". Indeed, a propos of this poem, Sangiglio goes so far as to 
say that the poet's inspiration "is identified with the land
scape, takes its lines and colours, its cadenzas and rests[ ... ]". The 
critic's images here are drawn from art and music, but he also 
stresses the temporal function of Ritsos's place references, 
maintaining that the poet underlines the "geographical histor
icity of the landscape". Place, it would seem, is essentially a 

1 See Journal of Mediterranean Studies 2.2 (1992) 183-95. 
2 Originally in Italian, Ritsos, Florence: La Nuova Italia 1975, but I 
translate from the Greek edition, Mu0os- Kat 1ro{7Ja1J arov Pfrao, 
MEAETES yia TOJI I'la//J/1} Pfrao 2, Athens: Kedros 1978. 
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pictorial element, and yet space and time are being joined 
together through place. Peter Bien appears to concur in the view 
that the pictorial predominates, when he acknowledges the 
importance of a pictorial realism in Ritsos, which he defines 
initially as "an album of snapshots, not so much of things 
especially photogenic as of people, places, and events that are 
completely ordinary and prosaic [ ... ]", an approach he later 
endorses in the phrase "many of the poems are graphic scenes 
from Hellenic life". But Bien then radically reconsiders his 
photographic metaphor: 

I called them "snapshots" earlier, but they are much more like 
paintings than photographs because Ritsos's language adds 
texture, and because he is able to arrange line and colour to suit 
his own aesthetic needs, his aim never being simply to reproduce 
external reality as such.3 

Representations of place are therefore representations of the 
personal perception of place, for purposes other than the purely 
pictorial. They are in fact part of what Bien calls a system of 
"visual metaphors", using physical reality to suggest something 
beyond itself. A third critical approach, that of Prevelakis, 
acknowledges the degree to which Ritsos's poetic language 
delights in "naming" - equatable with Sangiglio's reference to 
realism - but claims that the language itself is the meeting point 
between physical reality and the special perceptions of the 
individual. Ritsos's descriptions of place are therefore more 
important as language than as representation.4 

Now, these three approaches clearly overlap. I wish to 
show that, while all three have some validity, there is a way 
of describing and accounting for the representation of place in 
Ritsos's work which gives a more efficient account of the main 
lines of these individual approaches within a single inter-

3 See his introduction to Yannis Ritsos: Selected Poems, translated by 
Nikos Stangos, Athens: Efstathiadis 1981, pp.12 and 15. Bien is referring 
to a selection of poems mostly written post-1960, and therefore after the 
period of the work which interests us here, but his remarks reflect a view 
of Ritsos's technique as a whole. 
4 Pandelis Prevelakis, 0 1TOL1)Tf}5" I'LaVV1)5" Pfraos-: .ruvoALKT] 8€(J)
p1)a1) rou ipyou rou, Athens: Kedros 1981. 
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pretation. Much play has been made critically with the co
existence of two types of writing within Ritsos's oeuvre: short 
lapidary poems and long lyrical outpourings, or what have been 
rather crudely seen as poems within the respective poetic 
traditions of Cavafy and Palamas.5 This stylistic division is a 
superficial manifestation of a phenomenon which I think to be 
fundamental in Ritsos's early poetry, and nowhere more so than 
in his representation/use of place. This phenomenon I would 
define as dialogue with the existing literary traditions. I hope 
to demonstrate that, across a period of time, Ritsos constructs a 
dialogue with three ways of representing place: a) Cavafy, 
Karyotakis and the representation of private space and 
interiors; b) Seferis and the representation of space as time and 
time as space; and c) Palamas and the way in which he 
represents place on three levels in his "three lyricisms" - as 
relating to the "I" or private space, to the "We" or public space, 
and as conveying something abstract ("the totality") which 
synthesises both the personal and the public. Ritsos constructs 
this dialogue through his use of, and implicit reference to, the 
various literary traditions, and to the language of place associ
ated with each. For him, place in any pictorial manifestation is 
not so much representational, or even a vehicle of evocation or 
metaphor, as part of a system of reference through which inner 
and outer realities can be linked. In that sense Ritsos's technique 
of place reference, and its play with the opposition private/ 
public, can be tied in with his whole theory of language as a 
meeting point between the subjective and the material world. 
The opposition functions on three levels which overlap but are 
not simple equivalents: a) literally - private space = interiors 
(houses, rooms) as opposed to public space = exteriors 
(landscapes); b) metaphorically - private space = memory, as 
opposed to public space = history, politics; c) culturally - private 
space = an individual poet's literary practice, as opposed to 
public space = a/the literary tradition. 

5 The interesting essay by Massimo Peri, "Kaj3a <l>TlS" / P ( nm s-", in 
A</>i{p{J)µa arov I'LdvvTJ Pfrao, Athens: Kedros 1980, pp. 258-75, 
makes the initial wrong assumption that there is a simple basic antithesis 
between Cavafy = solitariness, brevity of expression and Ritsos = public 
concern, verbal profusion. 
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The earliest Ritsos poems make little use of a sense of place 
of any sort. Those that do, give it a limited symbolic 
significance. Thus, the last three poems of Tractor, i.e. "E:n:.t." 
(Soviet Union), 'TEpµav(a" and "En(}\oyos-", invoke geograph
ical references for political purposes. These poems provide good, 
if crude, examples of the invocation of place as "public space" for 
metaphorical purposes (here, political): 

PayEs- TWV Tpa(vwv <P€'\JYO'l.lV€ OT1) Itf31)pta, T11v 
av0pwma, 

<j:,opTlO }\aµnpo, µ€ Ta f3ayovta OTEAVHS- orn A€'l.lK<l 
OO'll 

Tonfo, nou xiovi Ta0af3Ev, w EII.t., icai sivH Twpa 
nta 

s1xTu <1>1Afos- To AEvivyKpavT µ€ rn op11 Tau 
Kat1Kaoot1.6 

The individuality of Siberia, Leningrad and the Caucasus is not 
mobilised poetically - the names stand for fixed values as 
emblems of Soviet geography, history and society combined. In 
the following collection, Pyramids, we begin to find, in "<l>uy1f' 
and "Avaµv11011", examples of place as an ostensible function of 
memory - in the former, childhood memory of village life, in the 
latter a world remembered through a filter of classical images. 
In each case it is easy to see that we are dealing with a 
"literary" reminiscence - the world of demotic song and the 
world of Palamas respectively, though as yet Ritsos is doing 
little to develop or personalise either tradition. In ETTZ rcic/nos
section XV, however, Ritsos actually articulates the issue of the 
relationship between private and public space, as the picture of 
the room is translated into an image of a ship, such that the 
death of the son/steersman leaves the mother to drown in the 
wreck of her house/ ship. The metaphor explicitly unfolds in the 
third and fourth couplets: 

6 Throughout this paper I give fairly literal translations for the major 
quotations, indicating by an oblique the approximate points at which line
breaks fall. This passage is from "EII.t.", st. 5: "Train tracks leave for 
Siberia. You send/ a bright cargo of civilisation off in the train carriages 
to your white places,/ buried in snow, o USSR, and now at last it links/ 
Leningrad with the Caucasus mountains in a network of friendship." 
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K' Efrav TO napa0upt µas 1) (rupa 01\0tl TOtl KOOµOtl 
t::' Eflya(E OTOV napa6€lOO 1TOtl T' aOTpa av0((av, 

<j>ws µou. 

Kt ws OTEKOOOtlV Kat KOtTa(ES TO >-.toyEpµa v' avaj3Et, 
oav nµovtEpl)S <j>avrn(ES i::' 1l Kaµapa Kapaj31_7 

This unfolding of private space into a wider image is, of course, 
essential to a poem whose message is social, private grief 
standing for public loss. But it is not until Spring symphony 
(1938), The march-tune of Ocean (1940) and Old mazurka to a 
rhythm of rain (1943) that we meet any important developments 
as far as the treatment of private space is concerned. Across these 
three long poems we can identify a perceptible progression. 

In Spring symphony a stylised landscape, built mainly 
around the elements of land and sea, is presented as the 
idealised landscape of childhood memory. But this landscape is 
also the internal landscape of the adolescent heart, transformed 
by its first experiences of love, such that the creativity of spring, 
the creativity of sexual awakening and the creativity of artistic 
awakening are all part of the same experience. The final section 
of the poem (XXVII) articulates a Cavafean view, the justific
ation of the past by its contribution to the aesthetic creation of 
the present: 

<l>EuyEt To 0Epos 
µa TO Tpayou6t µEV€t.8 

Ritsos articulates the moral dilemma passed over by Cavafy: 
that it is only the artist who can find some justification for life 
through art: 

'Oµws Eou nou 6Ev EXEtS <PWVll 
lTO'\J 0a orn0ds v' anayytaOEtS; 

7 "And our window was the door of the whole world/ and, o my light, it 
opened onto paradise where the stars bloom./ And as you stood and 
watched the glow of sunset/ you seemed like a steersman and the room like 
a ship." 
8 "Summer goes/ but the song remains." 
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But the poem offers no solution to the problem, simply ending on 
a re-assertion of the kind of landscape details on which it has 
fed throughout, but in a form which suggests the boundless 
possibilities of future creative experience, in terms reminiscent of 
early Elytis: 

N{j3oµat OTO <1>ws
'3ya{vw a-rov E:{WOTfl 
yuµvos-
v' avanvE:uaw j3a0ta 
-rov atwvw ayipa 
µE: -r' a6pa µupa 
-rou vonaµivou 6aoous
µE TT}V aAµupa 
TT\S' anipavnw 0aAaaaas-.10 

The march-tune of Ocean moves out of the timescale of 
personal reminiscence and the evocation of the family home to 
which it is tied, and explores the same land-and-seascape in a 
"historical" or mythical perspective explicitly established by 
the references to Homer created by images of the sirens, of "the 
girls/ who got engaged to Odysseus" and of the moon secretly 
painting "scenes from Troy on the Greek earthenware pitchers". 
But just as the preceding poem seems to refer not so much to a 
specific sense of place as to a Cavafean view of the relationship 
between memory and art and to an Elytean assertion of the need 
to continue to find creative inspiration in the experience of the 
physical world, so The march-tune of Ocean seems to play with 
a Seferean representation of place and time, rejecting Seferis's 
notion that the voyage will go nowhere, and asserting the 
validity of the experience for both the physical and the 
creative future. Ritsos specifically contrasts the "old sailors" 

9 "But you who have no voice/ where will you stand to shelter from the 
wind?/ How will you mix light with earth?" 
10 "I wash myself in the light/ I come out onto the balcony/ naked/ to 
breathe in deeply/ the eternal air/ with the plentiful scents/ of the damp 
forest/ with the saltiness/ of the boundless sea." 
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who merely sit on the rocks "and smoke in their pipes/ journeys 
shadow and repentance" with the speaker and his world: 

'Oµws- Eµds- 6Ev {Epot1µE Tt1TOTE 
a1T' TT) OT<lXTT) OTT) YE'\JOT) T0tl Ta{t6to'\J. 
Stfpot1µE TO Ta{t6t 
Kat TO y}..auKo T)µtKUK}..to Toti op((ovrn 
1TO'\JVat oav T' aypto q>pU6t 
0a}..aootVO'\J 0EO'\J.1l 

The poem then moves from its base in a Seferean "geographical 
historicity" to a closing series of images similar in effect to those 
of Spring symphony. Invoking light (the sun) and sea again, the 
poet offers himself naked as a primal creative force: 

yuµvos- 1TPOOq>Epoµat OTT) <j>}..oya O0tl 
va q>WTtcrW Ta µana TWV av0pW1TWV,12 

Because he has rooted his exploration of his powers in collective 
experience (the myth) this time, he is able to present himself 
more specifically as a voice of, and for, the collectivity: 

A6E},.<j>ta µou 
aKO'\JOTE TT) q>WV1) oas-, TT) q>WV1) µot1 

aKO'\JOTE TO Tpayo'\J6t T0tl 1)}..totl Kal TT)S' 0a}..aooas-.13 

The third poem to which I referred, Old mazurka to a 
rhythm of rain, is actually subtitled "Distant period of 
adolescence", and dedicated to the poet's mother. Prevelakis 
makes plentiful connection between Old mazurka and painting, 
but the parallel is not entirely helpful. Pictures fix, above all 
things, our sense of place: the pictorial in Old mazurka, in 
contrast, is essentially fragmentary, not least because it deals 

11 "But we experience nothing/ of the dust in the taste of the journey/ We 
know the journey/ and the blue-green semicircle of the horizon/ which is 
like the wild eyebrow/ of a sea-god." 
12 "Naked I offer myself to your [i.e. the sun's] flame/ that I may bring light 
to the eyes of men." 
13 "My brothers and sisters/ listen to your voice, my voice/ listen to the 
song of the sun and the sea." 
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with psychological time and its refraction through memory. At 
one level the technique is particularly reminiscent of Jules 
Laforgue's Derniers vers in this respect.14 Take the opening eight 
lines. They revolve around three physical elements: place - the 
muddy road, the walls; sound - the piano, the voices, the barrel
organ; and sunset. The use of "0aµ mi'" (indistinct) and 
"oKovtoµEvl)" (dusty) to qualify mazurka links the music to the 
"Aaonwµfro 6poµo", transferring to the sound a greater degree of 
tangibility. The description of the evening as "rusty" ("oKoupia
oµEvo ") prepares for the theme of rain already mentioned in the 
title. And the natural and human worlds - here equivalent to 
public and private space respectively - are linked through the 
image of evening closing the day with double doors and a golden 
padlock. When we look at the descriptive elements in these 
lines, we can see that they are entirely subordinated to mood 
functions. Dust, mud, rain, rust, dying light, a piano dully 
played, a barrel-organ, the same song sung every evening - these 
are Laforguean images of ennui of the sort which some of the 
Greek symbolists - Chatzopoulos for example - use, and which 
carry over into the work of Karyotakis.1 5 The poem thus inserts 

14 I use Laforgue, the quintessence of the French decadent tradition, which 
influenced many of the poets whom the young Ritsos particularly admired, 
to make the point that this cannot be a genuine definition of an exclusively 
Greek space, when it is borrowed from a foreign literary tradition. For 
further details, see note 15 below. Yiorgos Veloudis, in his essay "O 
Ka{3aqnKos P(rnos" in A</>dpwµa arov I'ufvv7J Pfrao (see note 5 
above), pp. 173-94, lists the first influences on Ritsos (in the period 1924-
28) as Polemis, Porphyras and Agras, the second influences (1930-36) as 
Palamas, Karyotakis and Varnalis. 
15 Laforgue's Complaintes use barrel-organs and pianos dully played as 
symbols of ennui, along with references to sunsets and dying light. In the 
first of the Verniers vers alone, there are references to rain, wind, dead 
leaves, dying light, rust and telegraph wires, all of which Ritsos also uses 
symbolically to convey the same sort of mood. Similar motifs abound in the 
Greek symbolists. They are also present in Karyotakis, but what is more 
important in his case, as in Cavafy's, is the treatment of private space 
itself: for example, the equation established between empty enclosed space 
and the cancellation of the private past in '"OAa Ta npayµarn µou 
Eµnvav ... " (Elegies). We can compare the memories of enclosed spaces in 
Cavafy, where interiorisation of the past within the memory and thence 
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itself into the "public space" of this literary tradition, while 
employing its images of private space, the metaphorical 
language of moods on which the tradition relies. 

To approach tradition in this way is to risk a loss of creative 
identity. The dangers of obliteration of the individual poetic 
voice consequent upon this poetic method are articulated in lines 
24-28 of Old mazurka. There are two ways to read these lines, 
but they converge in significance. In the first, the second person 
singular verb forms have no clear referent: later in the poem they 
may become attachable to the mother figure who is directly 
addressed there, but in these early lines they are equally valid 
as an address to the self: 

A1TOOT1)0taaµE 6>-.a Ta 1TOtl)µarn. IlotOS" T01T€ auTo; 
IT Ota Et Vat TWpa 1) 6U(l) 001J <!>wVl); 
Avaµwa OTtS" <PWV(S" Tl)S" f3pa6taS" 1TOtOS" doat; 
To mavo K' 11 µa{oupKa. 0 >-.aonwµEVOS" 6poµos, 0( 

µou.16 

Read like this, the lines suggest that the voice which has 
absorbed existing literature loses its own identity, and becomes 
identified instead with the emblems of monotony. The second 
reading treats the second person forms as an address to the 
mother throughout. The poem then represents the cancellation of 
the poet's individuality of memory by the language of the 
literary tradition. His mother (who belongs to private space), in 
"becoming" the piano etc., becomes the language and images of 
the tradition (i.e. is incorporated into public space). In an 
attempt to escape the danger of losing his individuality/ 
identity implicit in either reading, the poet activates his 
memory to provide greater pictorial detail: "We had a 
flowerpot and a sunset in a window". But the detail of childhood 
Christmases easily reverts to images rooted in the Decadent 
tradition - dull purple clouds in the west suggesting the setting 

within the poem is parallel to the necessary enclosure of private acts 
within the rooms - necessary, that is, in order to exclude a disapproving 
society. 
16 "We learnt all the poems by heart. Who said that?/ Which is now your 
voice? I Who are you amid the voices of evening?/ The piano and the 
mazurka. The muddy road, by god." 
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sun, the distant voices of children compared to cracked mouth
organs, the closed bedroom doors. Note again how private space 
is linked to public through simile and metaphor too: e.g. the 
mother's eyes are "two distant harbours without caiques". In all 
this, private space is too readily swallowed up by the public 
space of literary tradition or absorbed into public space via 
metaphor. 

From here on, the poem continues to unwind through a series 
of pictorial fragments which coalesce around childhood scenes, 
but what is constructed is neither a narrative nor a coherent 
exploration of space and time, but an exploration of memory as 
the place in which, through the use of psychological time, 
public and private space, both literal and metaphorical, can be 
synthesised. The initial images of piano, dust, rain etc. are 
interwoven with a recurring set of motifs - the wind, swans, the 
grandfather with his encyclopaedia - with whole phrases 
returning to underline the sense of repetition of experience. At 
the end of the poem, the determination to go down into the city, 
and the representation of doors as "rn µEya}l.a EtKovfoµarn mu 
6poµou", signify a passing from private to public space in a 
political sense (doors are "the pictures of poverty") and, 
concurrently, in an emotional sense (doors are also "the pictures 
of goodness or of grief, anger or fear"). The poet has come to terms 
with his memories, can express his responses to them without 
self-censoring: "At last we learnt to read/ and even to write with 
fewer points de suspension or even none at all" - in the same way 
that he has mastered the influence of existing literature and can 
free his own individual voice to explore the world around him. 

The same treatment of public and private space can be found 
in a roughly contemporary poem, tt, AvEµOl OTa 6n}l.1va 1Tpoa
ona" (1941),17 but with a much more explicit attention to the 
function of poetry. The poem begins on an image of rejection -
rejection of public space in favour of private: 

KAElOTl)KaµE vwp(s OTO 01TtTl. Bou((ouv Ol 6ta6poµot 
TWV aviµwv. 

'01TOU Kal vavat 0' aKOUOTEL OTa 1Tpoaona 

17 From the collection Ordeal. The title means "Winds in the suburbs by 
evening". 
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TO j311µa Tl)S' j3pOXl)S, MaVTaTO(j>opot 
(j)TaVO\IV an' TO vona. BpfoKO\IV K/\€lOTES O/\€S TlS 

nopn:s-.18 

The Laforguean context - suburbs in the rain - is confirmed in the 
second paragraph of the first section, with its wind, rotting 
leaves, telegraph wires, the "corpses" of paper kites (cf. the 
boys who have no paper kites in lines 6-8 of Old mazurka), dead 
birds, empty baskets. These images of ennui are continued in the 
opening lines of section II, where the wind brings down the last of 
the dead leaves and slams the shutters. As in Old mazurka, 
Ritsos is not offering pictures, so much as inserting the reader into 
the Decadent-Karyotakis tradition. Having achieved this 
"insertion", in section III he embroiders upon that tradition with 
a detailed vignette of run-down closed cafes (note the 
generalising plurals), where the absence of the human element is 
emphasised precisely by the personification of dawn: 

o' auTa Ta T(aµta 1TO\l TIPOXTES" KOl TCl(OVTaV ll auy11 
yta Va (j>Ttel{€l XWptoTpa Ta µa/\/1.ta Tl)S'. 19 

Section IV continues the ornamentation of the theme with 
fragments of childhood memory. And then, in section V, Ritsos 
consciously explores the identification of memory with private 
space20 through parallel images: "Because it is very cold in the 

18 "We shut ourselves up early in the house. The corridors of the winds 
give out a dull roar./ Anytime now in the suburbs the footsteps/ of rain 
will be heard. Messengers/ arrive from the south. They find all the doors 
closed." 
19 "in these window-panes where, the day before yesterday, dawn was 
looking at herself/ to straighten the parting in her hair." 
ZO It is interesting to compare and contrast Cavafy's use of both affective 
and physical detail in the context of the power of memory in "O 1)/\toS" TO\l 
anoyofµaTos". Veloudis, who is looking at influence in a narrowly 
verbal way, identifies the first "echo" of Cavafy in Ritsos's work as the 
line "There is no smoke or Ithaca" in The march-tune of Ocean (1939-40). 
But he thinks that Ritsos was only influenced significantly by Cavafy after 
his own poetic technique had been formed, namely in the second series of 
Testimonies (see Veloudis, op. cit. pp. 189-90). This stylistic argument has 
nothing to do with the point I am making: that there is a way of conceiving 
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rooms/ very cold in the memory and in the hands", and through 
the application of the language of place (the image of unlocking) 
to a past which is preserved through memory: "whenever you 
unlock your childhood years". The physical images of sections I
IV are turned into symbols/ideas (memory, childhood etc.) in 
section V, which is constructed around a running image of 
preserving both literal and metaphorical embodiments of the 
past in mothballs, the whole image serving to define the process 
of internalising the experiences of private space in the internal 
space of the memory. Sections VI and VII question how 
mothballing the past in this way can have relevance - how will 
the past survive or help the poet to survive in the face of an 
alien future. And here Ritsos turns the poem back on itself, in 
section VII stanza 3, by restating the opening scenario - the wind 
banging at the doors and shutters of a closed house. Here Ritsos 
affirms the need to come out of one's private space into public 
space: 

.6.E:v dvat Tponos va µEtVEtS KAEt6wµivos. 
[ ... ) 

ITapaTa TO oaKKUKL 00'\J. 'Ej3ya yuµvos OTOV civEµo.21 

Note how nakedness in the wind gives an image parallel to that 
of nakedness in the sun at the end of Spring symphony: 

N(l3oµa1 OTO <j.iws 
l3ya(vw OTOV EtWOT'l) 
yuµvos-22 

and again at the end of The march-tune of Ocean: 

'HALE, 'HALE 
1TO'U j3a<j.>EtS µ' a(µa Tll 0aAaOOa 

of, and treating, place/space, much of which is in fact common to Cavafy 
and Karyotakis, and that this conception/ treatment is one which Ritsos 
and his readers could instinctively recognise as part of a particular Greek 
tradition, and which Ritsos then harnesses for his own purposes. 
21 'There is no way to stay shut in /[ ... )/ Abandon your jacket. Come out 
naked into the wind." 
22" I wash myself in the light/ I come out onto the balcony/ naked." 
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yuµvos npoo~Epoµat OTl) ~Aoya oou 
Va ~WTtoW Ta µana TWV av6pW1TWV.23 

The nudity, a stripping of the limitations which private space 
imposes on us, does not necessarily seem to involve a complete 
rejection of the private self. Read as indicating the exposure of 
the individual poetic self to the public space of literary 
tradition, the image seems even more an assertion of the 
importance of the private and individual elements in the 
creative process. Hence section IX, the final section of the poem, 
asks wistfully for a drug to ensure the dual preservation of 
internal space and public space, and of the poetry which can be 
the vehicle for that preservation: 

n, Eva ~apµaKO 6€V ElVat Kal yta T' OV€lpo 
Eva ~pµaKO yta ~ Sota yta TO 0avaTO 
Eva ~pµaKo yta va µ11v n€0avn o 'J1AlOS" 
va µl)V 1T€0aV€l O 1)AlOS" navou ano Tl) VlOTl) µas 
Va µl)V 1T€0aV€l TO Tpayou6t KaTOU ano TOV 1)Al0 

µas;24 

We can see in this poem quite clearly how the sense of place 
which critics label "realism" in Ritsos is used not pictorially but 
to reflect different sorts of poetic practice. Ritsos uses the 
Decadent tradition to evoke private concerns, as against 
traditional public/ generalising images of the sort to be found in 
Seferis or indeed Elytis. By the end of the poem the death of the 
private and public experience of Greekness is being cautiously 
subordinated to the necessity of the survival of poetry /the poem. 
In pursuit of an answer to the question: "how is the poetic voice to 
survive as both individual and public voice?" Ritsos harnesses 
the so-called "realist" or "pictorial" elements as parts of an 
appeal to his reader for sensitivity to different aspects of the 
Greek poetic tradition. 

23" Sun, Sun/ who dyes the sea with blood/ I offer myself naked to your 
flame/ to bring light to the eyes of men." 
24" Oh, is there no drug for dreaming/ a drug for glory for death/ a drug to 
stop the sun dying/ to stop the sun dying over our youth/ to stop the song 
dying beneath our sun?" 
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How does the approach to place/space which I have been 
developing apply to poetry with a more evidently public 
message? Up to now I have been dealing with poems which are 
unashamedly personal/ autobiographical in tone, drawing 
through memory on images of childhood and adolescence. This 
type of poetry predominates in the pre-Romiosyni period, the 
only notable exception being Errmi</>iof;. If I have had little to 
say about this latter poem, it is because, for my purposes, it has 
little of relevance. The fifteenth section is the only one which 
deals with images of space, and this section, as I said earlier, by 
its expansion from private space (the room) into public space 
(the room becomes a ship, the window becomes "the door of the 
whole world"), mirrors the poem's dual function as a vehicle for 
images of private grief and public/political sorrow. To this I 
want only to add that by casting the poem in fifteen-syllable 
couplets and thus inserting it very obviously into the public space 
of the folk-song tradition, an insertion strengthened by some of 
the poem's diction, Ritsos wants to underline at a formal level 
this passage from the private to the public. 

It is really only with Romiosyni that Ritsos tackles a long 
poem whose primary focus is non-autobiographical. It is 
customary to cite lines 5-8 of the opening section to show that the 
poem is firmly placed in a Greek setting: 

ET01ho TO Tonfo EtVat OK}..1w6 oav TT\ otW1T1), 

oc:p{yyEt OTOV Kop<j:>o TO'\J Ta 1T'\JpWµEVa TO'\J }..18apta, 

o<j:>{yyEt OTO <j:>ws- ns- op<j:>aVES" E}..tEfs- Tou Kat 

T' aµnEf}..ta TO'\J, 

o<j:>{yyEt rn 66vna . .D..EV '\JlTUPXEl VEpO. Movaxa <j:>ws-.25 

Interestingly, Prevelakis, who does just that,26 and goes on to 
describe the setting as "a Greek landscape", qualifies this with: 
"but also Mediterranean, such as we come across not only in Italy, 
Spain and Provence, but also in the poetry of those regions 
(Salvatore Quasimodo, Jorge Guillen, Paul Valery, Seferis and 

25 'This place is harsh like silence,/ it clasps its burning-hot stones to its 
breast,/ it clasps its orphan olive trees and its vines to the light,/ it 
clenches its teeth. There is no water. Only light." 
26 op. cit. p. 137. 
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others)". The landscape is not so much Greek (or indeed 
Mediterranean) as literary; to a Greek reader it suggests the 
barrenness, light, heat, stoniness, dryness of a Seferean 
landscape. Yet at the same time it departs quite clearly from 
Seferean landscapes in its personification (representation in 
terms of the human body), in its choice of detail (olives and wine 
rather than pines), in the detail of its language (e.g. "m.1pwµ<fva" 

for "Kaµµiva"); and unlike Seferis or Elytis, it makes no mention 
of the sea (though sea references do appear later in the poem). 
The initial landscape is conceptually Seferean in its basis, and 
the use of the repetitions and parallel syntax to emphasise the 
repetitiousness within the scene evoked is a recognisably 
Seferean technique too. But the deliberate humanisation via the 
choice of the verb a<J>( YYEl, the references to breast and teeth, and 
the adjective "orphan" help to establish a relationship between 
man and landscape which will be strengthened in lines 15-16 by 
the reverse process of applying a natural simile to a description 
of the inhabitants: 

µta j3a0rni xapaKt<i O<j)l)VWµEVl) avaµwa OTa <j)pu6ta 

aav Eva K'\JTiapfoat o:vaµwa 0€ 6'\Jo (30'\JV(l TO 
l\toyEpµa. 27 

Thus, while keeping a margin of individuality (the function of 
which I shall consider shortly) the poem offers just enough 
Seferean reference in the initial landscape to transfer the reader 
into the world of geographical historicity, of space as time, 
which characterises Seferis's presentation of place; and there 
are later Seferean motifs and echoes to enhance the effect: e.g. in 
section II: "Kt o vauTl)S"" TitVEl mKpo0al\aaaa OTl)V KOU1Ta TO'\J 

06'\Jaafo", and in section V: 11~'\JO K0'\.11Tl(l Kap<j)wµfra OTOV aµµo 

rn xapaµarn µE Tl) (j>o'l.lpTouva", the latter recalling the 
pictorial image in the fourth section of Mythistorema: "Their 
oars/ mark the place on the shore where they sleep". One can 
also identify a recognisably Seferean vocabulary in the detail -
references to whitewash, burnt houses, marble - references, that 

27 "a deep groove carved between their eyebrows/ like a cypress between 
two mountains at sunset." 
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is, which suggest Seferis because they come in the context of 
heat, dryness etc., e.g. (section VI): "Burnt houses which look 
from afar, their eyes removed, at the marble sea". But whilst 
this reference to a Seferean world brings with it the concept of a 
Greece in which different levels of time co-exist, the 
identification which Bien sees: 

... this tribute sees the men who fought against the Germans and 
afterwards in the first Civil War as national heroes easily 
equated with the free besieged of Missolonghi during the War of 
Independence; with that legendary stalwart of medieval times, 
Digenis Akritas; or with the epic giants celebrated in folk 
song ... 28 

is emphatically not achieved through a Seferean co-existence of 
levels of time reference within a given unit of poetry (i.e. within 
any one of the seven sections in which Romiosyni is constructed). 
At best it is a highly implicit comparison of references in 
different sections, and of references to literary traditions rather 
than to temporal moments as such. Thus the references to the 
War of Independence are in practice references a) to the folk song 
tradition and to klephtic ballad, through mention of Liakoura 
(section III) and in the lines (section V): 

Mfoa en' aA.WVl 01TO'\.I OELTIVl)Oav µta vuxna Ta 
naAAl)Kapta 

µEvouvE rn AlOKOUKO'I.ITcra Kal To a{µa To ~Epo Tou 

(pEyyaplOU 

Kl O OEKa1TEVTa01JA.Aa~OS- an' T' apµaTa TO'\.IS-.29 

where the invoking of fifteen-syllable metre makes the literary 
connection more overt, and b) to Solomos's Free Besieged 
(particularly fragment 7 of the second draft), in the combined 
image of women feeding starving children and of warlike 
determination (section III): 

28 • 28 9 op. Clt. pp. - . 
29 "In the threshing-floor where the lads dined one night/ there remain the 
olive-stones and the dried blood of the moon and the fifteen-syllable verse 
of their weapons." 
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Kt apya KaTl)(pOpaV€ Va TataO\JV€ Ta EYYOVla TO\JS' µE 
TO µrno}..oyylTlKO µnapoun,30 

And, of course, reference to Digenes Akrites (whether the epic or 
the Acritic songs) is by definition literary, as in section II: "<n' 
A}..wvta Ta (6ta aVTaµwoav TO .6.tYEV'll Kat OTpW81)KaV OTO 

6€( nvo ". In the light of this I think that we should conclude that 
Ritsos's presentation of place in Romiosyni is not as such 
Seferean. He is making a reference to Seferis, and to his view of 
Greece, alongside references to other aspects of Greek literature. 
I would suggest that, in the context of a poem celebrating heroic 
resistance, the point of the reference is to challenge the Seferean 
picture of a modern world without heroes, just as the title 
Romiosyni is a challenge to the traditional exemplary status of 
Ancient Greece. The landscape of the poem may be identifiable 
with that of Mythistorema in significant respects, but it is one 
peopled by the heroes of epic, of folk song, of Solomos. The 
humanising of it, through metaphors, is another aspect of this 
revaluation, a stressing that, culturally, the land is its people. 
Consequently, both the values of the poem and the techniques of 
evocation of place which contribute to their expression, are 
distinctly personal to Ritsos himself. 

What does this mean in practical terms as far as the issues of 
private and public space are concerned? In Romiosyni, images of 
private space are annulled - houses burnt, doors torn down, 
prickly pears growing within the walls of the "kastro", "the 
ruined house of the governor patched with sky" (section VD. 
Indeed, public space has invaded private space to the point 
where people are expelled from it and forced to become part of 
the landscape: "Kat Tpt yupvavE itw an' rn TEtXll TllS' naTp(-

6as TO\JS' {j)axvovrns T01TO va pt(WOO\JV€ OTl) vuxrn."31 At the 
same time, public space is given a degree of intimacy, brought 
down in some sense to a more human dimension, by enclosing it in 
images drawn from private space: "night as big as the big round 
baking-tin on the tinker's wall". Furthermore, neither sort of 

30 "And slowly they [i.e. the old women] go down to feed their 
~randchildren with the Misolonghi gun-powder." 

1 "and they wander around outside the walls of their fatherland seeking a 
place to take root in the night." 
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place is presented through description in any strict pictorial 
sense: a sense of place is compounded out of fragmented details, 
many of them metaphorical. Where a sequence of lines does 
appear to create a particular place and moment, its details in 
fact fracture that focus by referring outward to other levels of 
place and time. Take for example, in section III: 

'O,-av tE<PT<tEl anoµaKpa 11 µl vwi:K"ri TOlXOypa<j,{a Tl]S" 
6'1JOl]S" 

Kal O~l)VEl 11 nupKata OTOV axEpwva Tl]S" aKpoytal\l<tS" 
av11<t,op({ouv WS" E6w Ol yplES" an' Ta OKaµµfra OTO 

~PctXO OKaf\Onana 
Kct001JVTal OTl] MEyctl\l] TIETpa yvt€0ovTas- µE Ta µana 

Tl] 0a}\aooa 
Kct001JVTal Kal µETp<tV T' aOTEpla WS" va µETp<tVE Ta 

npoyOVlKa aol]µEVta T01JS" K01JTaf\Onl)p01JVa 
Kl apya KaTl](pOp<tVE va Tal001JVE Ta EYYOVla T01JS" µE 

To µEoo}\oyy(nKo µnapoun.32 

In these lines the place/picture is not in fact the focal point, but 
the base from which geographical references (Crete, 
Misolonghi) which are also temporal references (pre-Homeric 
civilisation, the War of Independence) are developed to extend 
the theme of heroism (implicit in the reference to "Misolonghi 
gunpowder"), all of this being linked back by motifs of weaving 
("yvt€0ovrns-", "tE<t,TaEt") and stars to a passage in section II: 

A, n µnptotµl aOTEpl aKoµa 0a XPEtaOTEl 
yw va KEVTl)Oouv Ol nEUKO~El\OVES" OTl]V Kmµal\toµtfv11 

µavTpa T01J Kal\OKalplO'U «Kl a1JTO 0a nEpaOEl» 
nooo 0a OTl()lEl aKoµa 11 µava Tl]V Kap6la Tl]S" navou 

an' Ta E(pTa o(j,ayµtfva nal\l\l]K<tpta Tl]S" 

32 "When the Minoan fresco of sunset begins to unravel in the distance/ 
and the fire dies out in the grain-store of the shore/ the old women climb 
up here by the steps carved in the rock/ they sit on the Great Rock 
spinning the sea with their eyes/ they sit and measure the stars as if 
measuring their ancestral silver spoons and forks/ and slowly go down to 
feed their grandchildren with the Misolonghi gun-powder." 
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W01T01J va j3pEl TO <t>ws- TO 6poµo T01J OTl)V aVll<!>opa 
Tl)S" q}1J)(11S" Tl)S".33 

In that passage, the outer world/public space is being enclosed in 
images which customarily belong to private space/ the domestic 
world - the stars as a silk thread, the singed enclosing wall of 
summer, the light finding an upward path into the mother's soul. 
The original passage, as we saw, works in a precisely parallel 
way. There, the domestic world - a wall painting, a barn for 
straw, steps, weaving, spoons and forks - has been appropriated 
by the outer world : sunset, the shore, the sea, the stars. At the 
same time, in a mirror image of this process, the poet has 
"appropriated" the public space of existing literary tradition 
(at least as far as the representation of place is concerned), in 
this case the implicit reference to Solomos's Free Besieged, and 
has woven it into a personal expression of public issues. 

If I am correct in arguing that, in his early poetry at least, place 
is not of interest to Ritsos in itself, but that it stands for him as 
representation of vital aspects of the Greek literary tradition 
which need synthesising in his own work if it is to express what 
is valid both personally and publically, then why, you might 
ask, is some of the evocation of place so vivid in its detail. Look, 
for example, at "Kt-n6wµEV1) 11oprn", the seventh section of 
Guard duty by the light of the evening star, written 1941-2. At a 
certain level the poem has the detail of a genre-painting, with 
its barrel-organ on the corner, of a Saturday evening, the muddy 
road, then the lamps with mauve cords, the adults talking in a 
dining-room with a patch of light under the door, though the 
poem overlaps exterior and interior scenes and uses sub-scenes in 
its metaphors, e.g. the wet clogs in the corridor of the refugee 
shack, and the tiny hands of the child buried alive and pushing 

33 "Ah, what silk-thread star will be needed/ for the pine-needles to 
embroider 'this too will pass' on the singed wall of summer?/ How much 
more will the mother squeeze out her heart onto the bodies of her seven 
slain heroes,/ before the light finds its way onto the upward slope of her 
soul?" 
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aginst its coffin lid. Elements of public space - the details of the 
neighbourhood - have been blended with elements of private 
space - references to interiors in their own right and in 
metaphors. Some of the description refers to the public space of 
literary tradition (barrel-organ, muddy road, sunset, the 
relentless passage of time marked by the old clock). All of this 
has been filtered into one vision through the private space of 
memory, and this then forms the basis for a poem in which the 
idea of enclosure/isolation is emphatically rejected in favour of 
a unity/ community which breaks down private space in favour of 
group values: 

TipETIEl va ondoouµE Tl)V noprn. ea Ta rnrn(j>EpouµE. 
ftaT( 11 aydn11 µas E(vai mo noii11 an' Tl) µova{id 

µas.34 

The vividness of detail is necessary to the tangibility of the 
experience. Both private and public space need to suggest the 
reality of lived experience if they are also to have the full 
metaphorical power to suggest the kinds of abstract notion with 
which Ritsos is playing. 

To get at the "theory" behind the practice, I want to conclude 
by juxtaposing two poems, "Mia viJxrn" from Testimonies 1 (1963) 
and "To vo11µa TllS anAOTl)rns", the opening poem of Paren
theses (written 1946-47). The first I see as itself a metaphor for 
Ritsos's perception of the meaning of place in literary represent
ation; the second is acknowledged as a central statement of 
Ritsos's view of the nature of language and the relationship 
between text and reader.35 In "Mia v,Jxrn" Ritsos treats the 
house as an example of space as a limited specific reality, its 
decay reflecting its absence, or loss, of meaning, in that empty 
space is deprived of its potential for private meaning. The 

34 "We must break down the door. We shall achieve it./ For our love is 
~reater than our loneliness." 
5 Edmund Keeley, in "O ridvv11s P(Toos µfoa OE napEV0foEts" in 

Acpi{pwµa arov I'Lcfvv1) Pfrao (see note 5 above), pp. 469-84, sees the 
poem as simply expressing the desire for the reader to find the poet who is 
"hidden" in his words. This oversimplifies the image at the centre of the 
poem. 
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illumination of the second floor, with its eight uncurtained 
windows and two open balcony doors, restores this space to a 
potential public reality, but it cannot confer on it any greater 
degree of signification. What does that is the antique mirror -

[ ... ] Evas YEPTOS, ,ra}-.ai'LKOS Ka0pE<!>TllS", 
µE Kopv((a {3aprnx, a,r6 µaupo NAo OKaAtOTO, Ka-

0pE<j>Tt(ovrns 
ws Eva a,r(0avo j3a0os ns aamEs, auyi,:)..(vouaEs aa-

v(oEs TOU ,raTwµaTos36 

- which turns the same space into a limitless general reality, by 
making it an unrestrained metaphor for itself. The mirror, like 
literature or the poet or language itself, turns the space into a 
perspective, and thus creates a potential for meaning out of it. 
The recording of place/space is thus for Ritsos the creation of a 
private perspective out of space, which can be viewed inwardly 
(as private space) or outwardly (as public space). This is, I 
think, the equivalent of Palamas's "three lyricisms", with the 
mirror of literature/language performing the function of the 
generalising "lyricism of the totality". 

This interpretation sits neatly with the ideas expressed in 
the second poem I referred to above, "To v61wa Tl)S" aTIAOTl)rns". 
This short poem promotes, in its first stanza, the idea that the 
poetic self is "behind" things/ objects. The reader, in making 
contact with objects "touched" by the poet, achieves a degree of 
communication with him- "the traces of our hands will mingle". 
The second stanza exemplifies this process with a brief 
description which contains elements of both the external and the 
internal world: 

To auyouanan1co <j>Eyyapt yua)..((Et OTl)V KOU(tva 
aa yavwµEvo TEVT(Ept [ ... ] 
<!>WTl(Et T' a6Eto 01Tl n Kat Tl) yovanaµEVl) 0Uu1Tl) T01J 

amnou -

36 "an old mirror, tilted at an angle/ with a heavy frame, of carved black 
wood, mirroring/ to an incredible depth the rotten converging 
floorboards." 
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navTa 1) otwnl) µEVEl yovanoµEVl).37 

The third stanza glosses the function of language - every word is 
a "way out" towards a meeting between poet and reader, even if 
that meeting is not necessarily achieved. The "truth" of such 
poetic language lies in its power to suggest such a meeting. The 
word can take the reader to a perception of an inner, psycho
logical truth or can lead outward to what Bien calls "an external 
reality validated by the poet's touch" .38 The process is mirrored 
in the passage from public to private space - from moon to empty 
kitchen in stanza 2 of this poem, from lit windows outward in 
"Mia vuxTa", or from mirror to rotting floorboards. Descriptions 
are both fragments of place and symbols of public realities, and 
the interrelation of fragments of description of public and 
private space forms a mutual commentary between the two 
dimensions. But in so far as those descriptions are also references 
to existing literary conventions/traditions, they create a passage 
between private and public space at the stylistic level too. 
Indeed, it is through his dialogue with tradition, as we have 
seen, that Ritsos is able, by the late 1940s, to integrate his 
different levels of vision within a poetic voice which is both his 
own and yet recognisably related to the "public" space of 
twentieth-century Greek poetry as a whole. 

Christ Church, Oxford 

37 'The august moon shines in the kitchen/ like a tin-plated cooking-pot 
[ ... ]/ it lights up the empty house and the kneeling silence of the house/ -
silence always stays kneeling." 
38 op. cit. p. 18. 
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